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President’s MessageP
William Yim

June 2017
My favorite seasonal flower in the year is Flame Tree 
(Delonix Regia) also named as 鳳凰木 or 火鳳凰. The 
burning red color flowers piles on the tree top just like 
burning fire on the tree top. These flowers start to bloom 
when it is getting to mid-summer, when the weather in 
Hong Kong is very hot and humid. These trees are 
common in many locations in Hong Kong, such as 
Victoria Park, Kowloon Tong and New Territories. 

The flowers always give me very good mood since I was young at school days because it will soon be the summer 
holiday. I love summer holiday, sun and beaches... Waoooo! I love it. Yet, it tells me now that I can take a holiday 
after a busy Rotary presidency year. 
Right after the Rotary Intercity meeting and The One ceremony on 15th and 16th May, I immediately jumped on 
the airplane and flew to Germany to join a Biotech exhibition which one of my associations participated. And then, 
I flew to UK for a business meeting. Returning to HK on Sunday, I could chair our club meeting on the following 
day. What a packed schedule I had. 
Two of our signature service projects 'Sunshine Teens' and '潮看Teen 空' came to an end. We had their closing 
ceremonies at NTHYK Tai Po District Secondary School. Witnessed the students having so much improvement 
after the last 9 months, we felt so thankful. All efforts we put in are just worth. Thanks for the support of Kenneth, 
Wilson, Patrick, Jun and many of our club members to make the two projects successful. 

We had our two days District Conference on 27th and 28th  of May. It is an indication to us that this Rotary year is 
coming to the end. At the District Conference, we had a review on the overall performance of this Rotary year and 
shared the vision and objectives in the coming one.  And, also in this event, most Rotarians who had contribution to 
Rotary foundation were also recognized with the presence of our special guest Rotary Foundation trustee Ken. We 
were recognized as 10th Highest All Time Contribution Club to The Rotary Foundation in 2016-2017, Club 
Contributing over US$1,500 to Polio Plus in Year 2015-2016 and US$100 average giving and 100%-member 
participation in 2016-2017. Thanks PP Louis and all the members for their contributions. 
Before Bebe and I jumped on the airplane for Rotary International Convention, I have an 
important thing to do. It is to receive a technology award for Nobel Laureate Series for 
the rapid diagnosis point of care system my company has. I am very glad and proud that 
one of my signature inventions be recognized. Thanks for the time and effort of our 
research and development team in making my dream come true. 
Bebe and I then got on our trip to the Rotary International Convention in Atlanta. This is my first time in my Rotary 
life visiting RI convention. RI Convention is an important Rotary event that I think any Rotarian must visit at least 
once in their life time. For me, I took this chance to visit my 30 year’s old lost friend in Atlanta. He was an inventor,
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too. We both worked on the design of a revolutionary telephone product and we had won the Pacific Bell Best 
Business Solution award in California, Best business solution granted by New York Bell. We also won the 
Governor's Awards in 1990 and 1991 in Hong Kong presented by Sir David Wilson, the Governor of Hong Kong at 
that time. I was very proud to have a good friend and business partner like Jack. We worked together so 
synchronized and with tacit understanding when we were young, I was about 26 and he was about 30. We lost 
each other's contact after we decided to discontinue the business due to a lot of major changes in 
telecommunication regulations. He went to study law and is now an attorney at law mainly for criminal cases, and I 
started another company on advanced manufacturing technologies. After so many years, I found him on Google. I 
am so glad that we had a chance to meet again. I arrived a few days earlier before the Convention. We spent time 
for old school. It was really wonderful. 
Since I revisited Atlanta after so many 
years, I could not miss the chance to visit 
Coca Cola museum, the Arch, the Ocean 
World, Fernbank Museum of Natural 
History and History museum and Ruby 
Fall with my spare time. 
The convention started on the 7th.  There were nearly 40,000 Rotarians coming from more than 170 countries in 
the world and a lot Rotarians from Hong Kong including DG Eric, DGE HW Fung, DGN YC Ho and many others. This 
year is especially important as Rotary is celebrating the Rotary Foundation 100th Anniversary. Most shocking 
news are that there are 1,500 chartered buses for this RI Convention. It was really eye opening. What was as well 
an overwhelming but encouraging news being that the end polio has raised US$1.2 billion in a night and yet only 
used US$1.6 billion over the years. Moreover, US$29 million has been generated in wages for local employees 
which equivalent of over 700 full-time jobs. Bill Gates was also invited to the convention in giving an inspiring 
speech to Rotarians all over the world. 
By the way, we could not miss the chance for fellowship. Bebe and I 
have attended the DG dinner.  It was a wonderful and enjoyable 11 
days experience for me. 
I am very glad that I shall soon pass the Presidency to Roger. He 
graduated from the University of Hong Kong with an honours degree 
in Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Roger has entered the 
railway sector where he has accumulated over 20 years of experience 
in the design, operation and project management of existing and new 
railways. 
He is also a keen believer of life-long learning who has been walking his talk.  He has embarked on further studies 
in areas of finance, alternative disputes resolution, computer science, business and legal studies. Today he is a 
practicing barrister, accredited mediator, arbitrator in addition to a chartered engineer. 
Roger joined Rotary Club of Tai Po in 2007 and took up various posts in our club as 
Director, Secretary, Club Administration Chair, Vice President and President Elect. 
Roger married May with a daughter Katherine and a son Fred.  Perhaps influenced by 
his move to enter the legal profession, Katherine is now also pursuing a study in law at 
university.  Fred is now awaiting the result of the Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary 
Education Examination. 
After all, I would say being the President of RC Tai Po is enjoyable but really challenging. 
I certainly learned a lot. I had the most experiences with intensive rotary schedule and 
found myself far better than before in many aspects. Most importantly, I learned more 
about Rotary and the spirit within. 
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Editor SaysE
Claire Mak Everyone has 5 senses.  The eyes, ears, nose, mouth 

and skin encompass sight, sound, smell, taste and 
touch.  Through the correlation of these sensory 
organs, there will be relevant signals for the body and 
mind.  Sometimes, people tend to experience one 
further sense, one which may conveniently be called 
the 6th sense. 

That is also why children’s senses are very sharp.  These come with birth.  But as the children grow up, 
these senses get eroded gradually as there is limited use of survival instincts.  Some people say this can be 
regained by certain training and to find “the other me”.
On that note, it is interesting to consider: Is there another ‘me’ somewhere?  The two of us may not share 
the same outlook but we may be able to feel the presence of each other.  Some studies say that’s a result of 
the brainwave connection just as one of the twins will be able to think and feel what the other twin thinks 
and feels.  Their ESP are much stronger than ordinary people. 

The talk about the universe, the Milky Way, the planets … brings to 
mind our 26th Annual Ball “Galaxy Trek”.  It marks the time when 
we approach the end of a dark era and the beginning of a better 
one when, hopefully, plans or information or schedules of the 
District or of the Club are no longer sucked or stuck in black-holes.  
Best wishes Tai Po! 

This 6th sense is akin to premonition.  This is a strange feeling that you sense something may happen but 
you don’t know the details or what it is about.  Such extrasensory perception {“ESP”) involves reception 
of information not gained through the recognized physical senses but sensed with the mind.  It is 
sometimes considered as supernatural power.  In the vast universe, there must be some force or power 
that human beings may not perceive or comprehend.  Such power may not be seen and may not be 
learnt.  Some people have stronger power than others; but ESP is definitely more prominent with 
animals and birds than human beings.  Their instincts will lead them to extraordinary behaviour to avoid 
natural disaster.  In the realm of receiving warning signals of disaster, insects and reptiles are a lot more 
acute than humans.   This may
be a result of their innate 
survival instincts being better 
developed than those in 
human being.  The latter lives 
in unnatural habitat for too 
long and so their reception to 
nature’s warnings becomes 
obtuse.

Technology has advanced, but there are still a lot of inexplicable happenings.  The more you want to find 
out, the more you became puzzled – like 
you have been sucked into a knowledge 
black-hole.  To someone like me who is not 
scientifically conversant, there are black-
holes within black-holes.  It is like the 
unproven belief that there are living 
creatures in another planet or on the other 
side of the Milky Way.  They just wait to be 
found and let human understand. 
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Peter Lam I believe that in Hong Kong, our medical services overall is very good with 
sufficient modern equipment to take care of our needs.  However, in less 
developed countries or cities like in Brazil, there are often shortage of certain 
medical facilities and that is where Rotary support becomes important.  Let us 
look at one example here of a Grants project that saves infant lives. 

Linked through sister cities, Rotarians save newborns in Brazil
From RI News by Vanessa Glavinskas

A mother is in labor, and she’s frightened. Her baby isn’t due for three months. 
The closest hospital is 30 miles away, and although she makes it there in time, 
the baby is born weighing barely 2 pounds. 
And there’s another problem. 
The hospital’s neonatal intensive care unit has only seven incubators, and all are in use, so the baby must be 
transferred to another hospital to receive the critical care he needs. If he survives the transfer, his parents will 
need to find a way to make trips to that hospital for months. 
Many new mothers were facing similar situations at Dr. Leopoldo Bevilacqua Regional Hospital, a state-run facility 
in Brazil’s Ribeira Valley. Lack of equipment meant some of the hospital’s most vulnerable newborns had to be 
transferred, which was a factor in São Paulo state’s high infant mortality rate.  
“There are two realities here: people who can pay for a private hospital and those who can’t,” says Lina Shimizu, 
who spearheaded the project for the Rotary Club of Registro-Ouro, Brazil. Those who can’t, she says, often have to 
travel long distances to get to a state-run hospital such as Leopoldo Bevilacqua, which serves 24 towns. 

By partnering on a Rotary Foundation global grant with two clubs in 
Nakatsugawa, Japan, Brazilian Rotarians raised $172,500. They funded 
equipment including five incubators for the hospital’s neonatal intensive 
care unit (NICU), which nearly doubled the hospital’s capacity to care for 
fragile newborns. In 2013, 129 babies were admitted to the NICU; since the 
completion of the project, the hospital has been able to care for about 220 
babies per year. 

This global grant marked a turning point for Rotarians in Nakatsugawa, who had stopped contributing to 
international projects after experiencing difficulties on a past grant. The difference this time was in the 
relationship between the cities of Registro and Nakatsugawa, which established a “sister city” affiliation in 1980. 
“This was initially a project of another Brazilian club, but they spent five years trying to find a partner and 
funding,” Shimizu says. “We were able to implement it in three years because of our sister city relationship.”
Rotarians from both cities meet regularly to foster their friendships, 
alternating between Brazil and Japan, and because of their close
relationship, the Japanese Rotarians felt confident that their financial 
contributions to the project would be managed well. In addition,
Shimizu, who is of Japanese descent and speaks fluent Japanese, helped 
build trust and effective communication. 
A group of Japanese Rotarians visited the NICU after the project was 
completed. “After 37 years,” says Mitsuo Hara, a member of the Rotary 
Club of Nakatsugawa, “there’s a friendship and bond between Rotary 
members of both countries.”

also funded the cost of publicity to inform residents about prenatal care workshops conducted by area health 
workers. The publicity campaign aimed to reach mothers in remote areas who may not know what services are 
available to them or about the importance of prenatal care and breast-feeding. 

Other equipment provided through the grant included five ventilators, a 
bilirubin meter, three heated cribs, five vital-sign monitors, and a super LED 
micro processed phototherapy unit to treat babies with jaundice. The grant
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Rotary Foundation Centennial Information Page 
PP Peter Lam 

For the past 11 months of this Rotary year to celebrate Rotary Foundation Centennial, I have covered various topics and 
information related to The Rotary Foundation (TRF). It would be nice to round up with a report of our club’s involvement and 
achievement in this area which we should be proud of. 
Contributions to TRF
Our club has always been very supportive of TRF Annual Program Funds (APF) and Polio-Plus contributions. Credit must go to 
our long time TRF Chair PP Louis Tang and generous members.  For over 10 years continuously, we have been an EREY (Every 
Rotarian Every Year) Club which means every member contributed at least US$100 to APF and in fact our annual 
contributions for the past 10 years ranged from US11,900 in 2006-07 to all time high of US$44,550 in 2012/13 and US$24,300 
in 2016/17.  Our club achieved 100% Paul Harris Fellow (PHF) club status during PP Dennis Lo’s year 2009/10 and have been 
a top 10 contributor in our district in the past several years. Currently, over 90% of our members are PHF or multiple PHFs 
and we are proud of having many Major Donors. 

RCTP All-Time Giving to TRF US$382,067.12 (as of June 2, 2017)
Bequest Society Level 2 (US$25,000-$49,000):  Wilson Lam

Major Donor Level 2 accumulated contributions of US$25,000 to $49,999
Louis Tang, Kenneth Wong, Matthew Yum

Major Donor Level 1 accumulated contributions of US$10,000 to $24,999:
Francis Au, Ron Chung, Anthony Hung, Peter Lam, Man Mo Leung, Wilson Lam, Jacky Sung, Frankie Wu

Involvement in Group Study Exchange (GSE) and Ambassadorial Scholarship
RCTP is proud to have produced two GSE Team Leaders:  PP David Loie (to Tennessee USA 2001) and PDG Kenneth Wong (to 
San Paolo Brazil 2010).  For the 2001 GSE program, our former Rotaractor and now CP Fonia Wong of RC Central was also 
member of the team.  Our Rotaract Club of Tai Po PP Sheena Cheng, through our nomination, also became a Rotary 
Ambassadorial Scholar to study in Nebraska USA in 2009/10. 
Participation in Grants Projects
Although the Global Grant dance training project proposed by our sister club RC Makati San Lorenzo was not approved by 
TRF, this Rotary year we successfully obtained the District Grants for our Elderly health check project (身心康檢齊參與) for 
grants amounting to US$3,054.  In Natalie’s year 2014-15, we joined hands with RC Makati San Lorenzo for the “Tuloy
Integrated Food Production Through the Science of Aquaponics” global grant project in Laguna Philippines with Grants of 
US$46,500 from TRF, District Designated Fund (DDF) from our district US$8,000 and our club contributed US$10,000.
Global Grant used to be known as Matching Grant (MG) and our club acted as host club in 2009/10 to provide hi-tech 
prosthesis for four children who were victims of 512 earthquake in Sichuan China in 2008. Our sister club RC Taipei and RC 
North Rockland from New York, USA were our partners in which we contributed US$4,500 but obtained DDF from two 
districts and cash contribution for total budget of US$24,360.  In 2008, we supported our sister club RC Alabang with US$3,000 
in providing safe drinking water facilities to the Tuloy Street Children Village which obtained MG of US$9,500 from TRF.

June 2017 Issue
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Joint Youth Clubs Meeting 2017
Jacky Sung

The meeting started with a couple of ice breaking games to facilitate all participants to know each other better, and 
followed by a tea break. 

All four youth clubs presented their service plans for this Rotary year and shared their service experiences in the 
meeting.  As their mother club, we were very delighted to see all these accomplishments they have achieved.

22nd of May was definitely a fruitful day for our Club 
and our youth clubs, when the annual joint youth clubs 
meeting was held in Wu Yee Sun College of the Chinese 
University. Over 60 Rotarians and youths from our 
Club, Rotaract Club of Tai Po, Rotaract Club of Wu Yee 
Sun College, Interact Club of Tsung Tsin Christian 
Academy and Interact Club of Taipo Schools attended 
this meeting. 
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The highlight of the day was to have PP 
Cobe Tsang from Rotary Club of Tolo
Harbour and our Deputy Youth Chair 
Wilson Woo to give their speeches.  As 
both of them were once the members of 
Rotaract Club of Tai Po, they shared their 
life experiences and insight of growing 
from Rotaractors to Rotarians. 

All participants were then divided 
into four groups for further 
discussions and sharing. Group 
photographs were taken after the 
meeting adjourned. 

Last but the least, I would like to give special 
thanks to the great efforts contributed by all 
participants and particularly President Maxine, 
Deputy Youth Chair Wilson Woo, RAC Taipo team 
and RAC WYS team to make this event a success.  
Everyone enjoyed the meeting very much.  We all 
look forward to more joint clubs meetings, and 
joint service projects in the near future. 
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2016-17  District Conference Day 1 27.5.2017
Dorothy Chan

On the rotary 
International District 
3450’s calendar, there are 
a few big events that you 
just can’t miss. Surely 
District Conference is one 
of them. This year, it was 
held on 27th and 28th 
May at the L’hotel in 
Tsuen Wan. It started off 
with the House of

DG Eric Chin officiated the start of the District Conference and
introduced our Guest of Honour, Mr. Tim Lui Tim-Leung, BBS, 
JP, Deputy, National People’s Congress of the People’s Republic 
of China who gave an interesting speech on ‘Nurturing Young 
Generation for the Changing World – from the Education 
Perspective’. A topic that is very close to the heart of Rotary 
and the wider communities. For Albert Einstein once said ‘Our 
death is not an end if we can live on in our children and the 
younger generation. For they are us; our bodies are only 
wilted leaves on the tree of life.’

Following the elevating speech, we had the breakout 
sessions with topics ranging from ‘Strategic 
Planning Plan to 2020s’ to ‘Engagement as PI 
Tool’. For a moment, it was like Sophie’s Choice for 
the participants as all topics were very informative 
and appealing. One of the benefits of these sessions 
was that the audience were able to pose questions 
tothe panellists and had constructive discussions on 
topics that could affect our Rotary lives. The 
dialogues could only be helpful for the growth and 
sustainability of our District. 

Of course, no major event in Rotary can wrap up without 
fun. Day 1 was rounded off with a fun All-Star Governor’s 
Banquet. Taichi performance by DG Eric Chin, singing and 
dancing and all were very enjoyable. RCTP got a little honour 
that evening with our very own DS Natalie winning the Best 
Dress Award (for Ladies) – a little glamour that highlighted DS 
Natalie and our Club. 
What a great Day 1. 

Friendship followed by the Leaders’ Luncheon, then the Opening Ceremony and the remainder of the programme. I had the 
pleasure to join the Luncheon and it was a fantastic opportunity for the Leaders to mingle and prepare themselves for the yet 
to come seminars. During the Luncheon, one of the highlights was that we had Liz Bousser from the French international 
School, who won the Song Contest of the Peace Committee performing for us. Her singing was moving and we all enjoyed it 
very much. 
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2016-17  District Conference Day 2 28.5.2017

Roger So
Day 2 of the District Conference began with a morning exercise of Tai Chi exercise 
led by Wu Shi Master Dang Xu.  This was a good exercise to help us relax our bodies 
and refresh our minds.
Afterwards we had the Second Plenary Session focusing on New Generation, 
chaired by DGN YC.  Representatives from Rotaract, Interact, RYLA (Rotary Youth 
Leadership Award) and Rotary Scholar took turn to share their exposure and 
adventure during last year.  From their sharing they all treasured the opportunities 
and exposures which they gained through Rotary.
The high time of this session is the speech by RIPPR (RI President Personal 
Represenative) TRF Trustee Kenneth Schuppert, Jr on the State of Rotary 
Worldwide, and the speech by Ms Florence Hui, JP, Under Secretary for Home 
Affairs whose topic was “The effects of the ‘Belt and Road Initiative’ to the future of 
our youths in Hong Kong”.
During the Rotary Foundation Lunch a number of prizes award were presented.  
Our club won the following awards:
• Clubs Contributing over US$1500 to Polio Plus for RY 15-16
• 10th Highest All Time Contributing Club to TRF in RY 16-17

In the afternoon we have the Third Plenary Session 
focusing on Business Session.  This includes the 
adoption of District Financial Statement for RY 15-16, 
conference resolutions and summary reports on 
breakout sessions of the previous day.
Afterwards is the final plenary session.  There was a 
dialogue with our future leaders of the District where 
we have the opportunity to know better about our 
District Future Leaders DGE HW Fung, DNG YC Ho and 
DGND Wilson Cheng.
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Asia Pacific Regional Rotaract Conference Experience
EVP Hilary Leung of RAC WYS College

This is our first time to join APRRC, 
which is an unforgettable experience 
comprising of interaction, fellowship 
and fun. 

Another thrill of the programme was the Rotaract Festival and 
Cultural night. Rotaractors dressed in their traditional clothing 
representing their own country, like qipao and kimono, and enjoyed 
the evening together. A variety of festive booths sharing fascinating 
culture, especially about food were set up by our friends from various 
places. We shared our souvenirs and talked about our local culture 
with one another joyfully. 

One of the highlights of the programme
must be the country reports. They 
showed  how a continental conference
works and it is surely a new and surprising exposure to us.  We
got to know the great works of 
different Asia Pacific Rotaract
clubs and were deeply impressed 
by their contribution. Our club, 
with just a few years of 
experience, would strive hard to 
excel just as our friends do. 
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APRRC is not only a continental conference but also a great occasion for Rotaractors from all over the world to 
gather, share thoughts and build friendship. Although we come from different places and speak different 
languages, we are united in the world of Rotaract. The fellowship will last beyond the trip and we together will 
work for what the world should be. 

The joy extended all the way to dinner time. While we were enjoying buffet dinner, Rotaractors from different 
districts performed on stage showing their talents in dancing. The winning Mr. and Mrs APRRC also gave brilliant 
and eye-catching performances on stage, showing us the local culture of their districts. This pushed the thrill to the 
highest point and we had a good night with fellowship and interaction built. 
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2016-17 Sunshine Teens Closing Ceremony
Patrick Fong

Due to red and black rainstorms on 24 May 2017, the 
closing ceremonies of Sunshine Teens and 潮看Teen
空 2016/17 were deferred to 31 May 2017. 
1) Sunshine Teens 2016/17 Closing Ceremony

Abel and two students were the MCs of the 
event. Opening speeches were delivered by P William, 
Miss Lee and Kennis, followed by performances of the 
students. A group of 9 students played the song “My 
Neighbour Totoro” (龍貓) using ocarina (陶笛). After 
that, 5 students performed magic show. One magician 
invited Rtnn. Bebe to be her guest to perform the 
“magic water” show. 
This year, the students had participated in cake-baking 
classes, hand-made dolls classes and balloon classes 
this year. They thanked RCTP for sponsoring the 
scheme and the learning programme which helped 
them to build up self-confidence and communicate 
more effectively. Before the big group 
photos, some students prepared a 'Balloon Dog扭狗狗
氣 球 ’ as souvenir to P William to show 
their appreciation to RCTP's kind sponsorship. They 
also prepared birthday cake music box to all of us as 
souvenir. At about 4:45pm, we all moved to 5/F floor to 
attend the Closing Ceremony of 潮看Teen空. 

It was a sunny and warm day. Led by P William, PDG 
Anthony, PDG Kenneth, PP Peter, PP Jacky, Rtn. Caren, 
Rtn. Wilson Woo, Rtnn. Bebe, Rtnn. Mary 
and I represented RCTP to attend this event. The 
school hall was decorated with Pokemon balloon and 
many colorful items. All of us were warmly welcomed 
by the students at the reception desk where handmade 
music boxes, coin bags and book protective covers were 
placed. It was really amazing to see all these items 
produced by the students and their parents and we 
shared their experiences in the production process.  
Some of our members suggested that these items be 
used for fund-raising to eventually finance the 
project, Miss Lee, the Vice Principal, Kennis and Abel of 
The Salvation Army plus other 
teachers also shared with us their opinion on this idea.
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潮看潮看潮看潮看Teen空空空空 2016/17 Closing Ceremony

Patrick Fong

Students, parents, teachers and Hei Sir of the Salvation Army were there when we entered the room. This project teaches students to make pizza and cookies and it was time for us to taste and enjoy their products which were really good. Hei Sir was the MC and speeches were delivered by P William, Ms. Lee and Kennis. 

Two parents shared with us their feeling about the project. They found that their children had a positive change (with more self-confidence, more concentration and more initiative) after joining the programme. Student Poon shared her experience in the 3-day internship in Pets Home. She was very sad when she saw pets were abandoned by their masters. She said that people should love and take care of their pets, and that love was very important when people decided to keep pets. She added that she was lucky to have her parents and friends loved her very much, and she encouraged students to be more positive. 

Finally, I would like to thank P William, all members & spouses, the school and The Salvation Army who have given support the projects. My sincere thanks also go to PP Peter who took many photographs for our sharing. 

We presented certificates to the students and a happy group photo was taken afterwards. The event was closed at 6 pm. 

Other students found that they understood more about their strengths, weaknesses and objectives after joining this programme. Two students wished to apply for VTC Building Services Engineering after finishing F.3 this year. Ah ‘Kei’ (阿纪), old girl who joined this project eight years ago, came back to share her experience and encouraged students. PDG Kenneth
also advocated and exhorted students to participate in this meaningful project. 
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22nd May 2017

29th May 2017

RR egular
meetings

Members warmly 
welcomed speaker 
Rotarian Lynna Wong 
and former member PP 
David Loie. 

When Rtn. Lynna Wong challenged us with the question “How much do you know 
about coffee?” audience were all attentive as she explained in detail the types of 
coffee, their origins, the roasting, the grinding and the coffee trade.  She simply 
captivated our attention and we seem to know a little more than differentiating 
Robusta from Arabica. 

Minghay delivered a Vote of Thanks in 
appreciation of the vast coffee 
information imparted by 
knowledgeable Lynna. 

The nice bottle of Japanese Whisky 
given out by Wilson Woo was won by 
PDG Anthony. Cheers! 

Welcome back Benjamin and belated happy birthday wishes to you. Thank you 
for contributing happy red box. RCTP’s TRF contribution was well 

recognized by awards of banner and 
certificates. 
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June 2017 Issue
29th May 2017

The Manager of Kowloon Cricket Club Mr. Greg Hartigan, accompanied by 
Membership manager Ms. Mivilia Yau, gave an interesting recount of “A History 
of Kowloon Cricket Club.”

5th June 2017

Many happy 
returns May 
birthday boy and 
girls: May, 
Benjamin and 
Wanda. 

PP Dennis won the 
lucky draw prize 
of 10 x $50-dollar 
supermarket 
coupons from PP 
Pearl. 

Good news abound!  PP Pearl announced her son’s 
successful marriage proposal and PP Dennis announced 
her daughter’s wedding in December. 

Ms. Vivian Ching, presented a different perspective to art as she promoted 
“Happy Art With Vivian Ching”. Patrick gave out a bottle of champagne 

for raffle draw and Benjamin emerged as 
the lucky winner. Speaker Vivian Ching was 

flanked by visiting Rotarians 
from Rotary Club of 
Tsimshatsui and Rotary Club 
of Metropolitan HK. 

PP Pearl announced details of 
arrangements for welcoming 
sister club members to our 
annual ball. 

Who better than former KCC president 
CP Donald to deliver a vote of thanks? 



Chief editorChief editor

Claire MakClaire Mak
The editorial boardThe editorial board

Peter LamPeter Lam
MinghayMinghay YuYu

GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?
Tai Post wants to hear from you.  
Write in to
claire.rctaipo@gmail.com
Tai Post reserves the right to 
edit articles for length and 
clarity. 
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UpUp coming 
events 

3/F, Shanghai Fraternity Association, 1 Wyndham Street, Central 
Baby Club RC SoHo HK Installation 7:30 p.m.12 JUL(WED)

Fincher Room, KCC, 10 Cox’s Road, Jordan Speaker: Anthony Tong Topic: Hong Kong Amity Foundation 
7:00 p.m.26 JUN(MON)

Cocktail: College Gallery at G/F Ceremony: College Theatre, UG/F, Wu Yee Sun College, CUHK
Rotaract Club of Wu Yee Sun College Installation 6:30 p.m.10 JUL(MON)

HK Convention & Exhibition Centre, Convention Hall, WanchaiDistrict Installation 6:00 p.m.8 JUL(SAT)

Holly Restaurant, 2/F, No. 41 Jordan RoadAppreciation Dinner by President William 7:00 p.m.1 JUL(SAT)
The Pavilion, KCC, 10 Cox’s Road, Jordan Club Installation 7:00 p.m.3 JUL(MON)

The Chinese General Chamber of Commerce, 24-25 Connaught Road Central, 
Baby Club RC Central Installation 7:30 p.m.12 JUL(WED)

VenueEventTimeDayCAREN CHAN,
DOROTHY CHAN,

PATRICK FONG, 
ANTHONY HUNG,
NATALIE KWOK,

PETER LAM,
WILSON LAM,
CLAIRE MAK,

ROGER SO,
JACKY SUNG,

KF TAM,
VIKKY TAM,

LOUIS TANG,
KENNETH WONG,

WILSON WOO,
FRANKIE WU,
WILLIAM YIM

AAttendancettendance
MayMay

Average attendance: 77.43% 

Sasha ChuCM Yu 

In May
ee missed youWW


